Answer extraction is the most important part of a chinese web-based question answering system. In order to enhance the robustness and adaptability of answer extraction to new domains and eliminate the influence of the incomplete and noisy search snippets, we propose two new answer exraction methods. We utilize text patterns to generate Part-of-Speech (POS) patterns. In addition, a method is proposed to construct a POS tree by using these POS patterns. The POS tree is useful to candidate answer extraction of web-based question answering. To retrieve a efficient POS tree, the similarities between questions are used to select the question-answer pairs whose questions are similar to the unanswered question. Then, the POS tree is improved based on these question-answer pairs. In order to rank these candidate answers, the weights of the leaf nodes of the POS tree are calculated using a heuristic method. Moreover, the Genetic Algorithm (GA) is used to train the weights. The experimental results of 10-fold crossvalidation show that the weighted POS tree trained by GA can improve the accuracy of answer extraction.
Introduction
As mature information retrieval tools, search engines can satisfy most information needs of people. But, with the rapid growth of Internet data, search engines' weakness is being revealed gradually. Traditional search engines which use keywords as input and provide a long list of HyperText Markup Language (HTML) documents are convenient for machines to run. However, Question Answering (QA) systems which use natural language as input are convenient for human beings to communicate. Some QA systems directly employ well-built search engines for this task which are called web-based QA systems (Sun et al., 2014) . Most web-based QA systems have three modules: 1) question analysis module to analyze the unanswered question and generate queries which are needed for search engines; 2) search snippets retrieval module to send queries which consist of keywords to search engines and then obtain search snippets from search engines; 3) answer extraction module to extract the final answer from these search snippets. Web-based QA systems compromise the merits of search engines and QA systems: 1) the existing mature search engines enable web-based QA systems to use the abundant data on the Internet; 2) web-based QA systems can communicate with people in natural language.
At present, there are less studies on chinese web-based QA than english web-based QA. Moreover, chinese web-based QA embodies many improvements on candidate answer extraction and ranking. We focus on answer extraction of chinese web-based QA system which can answer factoid questions. In order to enhance the robustness and adaptability of answer extraction to new domains and eliminate the influence of the incomplete and noisy search snippets, we propose two answer exraction methods based on POS tree.
The similarities between questions are used to select the question-answer pairs whose questions are similar to the unanswered question. These question-answer pairs are utilized to generate text patterns which can be transformed to POS patterns. Then, we propose a method to construct a POS tree using these POS patterns. The POS tree is of use to candidate answer extraction of webbased QA. To rank candidate answers, we use a heuristic method to calculate the weights of the POS tree's leaf nodes. Moreover, the Genetic Algorithm (GA) (Andrew, 1993 ) is used to train the weights. The results of the experiments show that the weighted POS tree trained by GA can improve the accuracy of answer extraction.
Our contributions in the paper are three-fold: 1) proposal of a new chinese answer extraction method based on POS tree; 2) proposal of a training method for POS tree by using GA; 3) empirical verification of the proposed methods.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we will discuss about related work. In section 3, a method to construct a POS tree and another method to train the POS tree with GA will be presented in detail. In section 4, the experimental results of 10-fold cross-validation will be shown. In section 5, this paper will be concluded.
Related Work
Answer extraction is the most difficult part of a web-based QA system. As such, it is also the focus of this paper.
Traditional web-based QA systems typically use search snippets directly (Brill et al., 2001; Sun et al., 2015) . Although plain texts in the retrieved HTML documents can offer more information (Ravichandran and Hovy, 2002; Liu et al., 2014) , the search snippets as high-quality summarizations generated by search engines can save web-based QA systems from having to crawl, parse and filter HTML documents. In spite of efficiency improved by search engines, they lead to another problem: some state-of-the-art answer extraction methods (Severyn and Moschitti, 2013; Yao et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2014) rely on syntactic information cound be seriously affected by these search snippets which consis of incomplete sentences.
The process of extracting a final answer from the search snippets has two steps: 1) extract candidate answers such as names, dates and places, and so on; 2) rank these candidate answers based on ranking method to find the best one as the final answer. There are many candidate answer extraction methods, such as: 1) some work use dictionaries which are edited manually or generated automatically to generate candidate answers. For example, the famous QA system Watson (Chu-Carroll and Fan, 2011) extracts titles from Wikipedia entries as candidate answers. This method provides a large candidate answer set which requests lots of effort for maintaining, updating and ranking. Besides, this method has low adaptability to new domains.
2) The most commonly adopted method is to use Named Entity Recognition (NER) tools to extract Named Entity (NE) that matching with question type (Xu et al., 2003) . This method is always used together with question type classification algorithm. The performance of this method will be limited by the performance of classification algorithm and NER tools. 3) Another commonly used method is to etract candidate answers with text patterns which are edited manually or generated automatically (Zhang and Lee, 2002; Bhagat and Ravichandran, 2008; Khashabi et al., 2016) . This method has high precision. However, these text patterns are too fine-grained to be adapted to new data.
There are also many ranking methods which can choose a best answer from a candidate answer set, such as: 1) a simple and commonly used method is to rank candidate answers by the similarities between candidate answers and the unanswered question in Vector Space Model (VSM). This method can be used with Latent Semantic Analysis and word2vec tool (Mikolov et al., 2013) . 2) Another commonly used method is to compute the similarities by syntactic information. To improve performance of this method, tree edit distance (Severyn and Moschitti, 2013) and factor graph (Sun et al., 2013) can be used. 3) Some work rank candidate answers by a combination of features, e.g., lexical features, semantic features, statistical features and similarity features, and so on (Severyn and Moschitti, 2013; Khodadi and Abadeh, 2016) . For comprehensive utilization of these features, some global optimization algorithms such as GA are needed (Figueroa and Neumann, 2008) .
Method
We have implemented a chinese web-based QA system. In this section, we will discuss our answer extraction method of the system in detail below. The method contains three steps: 1) construct a POS tree using POS patterns generated by the question-answer pairs whose questions are similar to the unanswered question; 2) train the weights of the leaf nodes of the POS tree; 3) extract and rank candidate answers with the trained POS tree to find the best answer.
POS pattern P nr#a v j#k n#k#e Table 1 : An example of extraction of a POS pattern.
POS Tree
Extension of POS: Given a word w, define t(w) as its extension of POS. In addition to POS, t(w) may have some of three different marks: 1) mark #a means w is a part of the answer; 2) mark #k means w is a keyword of the question; 3) mark #e means w is the last word of a pattern. POS Pattern: Given an answered question Q and its answer A, if there is a search snippet S contains A and some keywords of Q, then there is a shortest substring S * of S also contains A and some keywords of Q. We name S * as target substring. If segmentation of S * is (s 1 , s 2 , ..., s n ), then we get a POS pattern P = (t(s 1 ), t(s 2 ), ..., t(s n )). POS patterns that are abstracted from text patterns have better adaptability. An example of exraction of a POS pattern is shown in Table 1 . The extract POS pattern algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Extract POS Pattern
Input: question's keywords K, answer A and search snippet S Output: POS pattern P if S contains K and A then S * ⇐ target substring of S P ⇐ () for each word w in S * do append t(w) to P end for end if POS Tree: Given a POS pattern set L, we can construct a POS tree T which cover every POS pattern of L. T consists of extension of POS but excudes the root node. Every path from the root node to a leaf node in T represents a POS pattern in L.
To construct a POS tree, we need some question-answer pairs whose questions are similar to the unanswered question, because we believe that the more similar a couple of questions are, the more likely they will both match a POS pattern. To find these question-answer pairs, we transform questions to vectors with word2vec tool, then classify the unanswered question with Support Vector Machine (SVM) (Suykens and Vandewalle, 1999) and compute its cosine similarties between questions of all question-answer pairs of its category. In addition, the POS tree can not be cached, but those POS patterns can. Those cached POS patterns can speed up the construction of another POS tree. An example of a POS pattern set is shown in Table 2 . For this example, the POS tree we can construct is shown in Figure 1 Table 2 : An example of a POS pattern set. 
Algorithm 2 Construct POS Tree
Input: POS pattern set L Output: POS tree T add root node N ROOT to T for P ∈ L do N N OW ⇐ N ROOT for each t(w) in P do if N N OW doesn't
Candidate Answer Extraction Based on POS Tree
When a new question Q is submited, we can extract its keywords K and get a search snippet set X about it. For each search snippet S in X, the segmentation of S can be used to extract candidate answers with the POS tree T that we have constructed before. For the example question Q in Table 3 and the POS tree T in Figure 1(a) , we can extract candidate answer like Figure 1 (b) and then we get a candidate answer "±Ç".
Train POS Tree and Rank Candidate Answers
In the previous subsection, we discussed how to extract candidate answers with a POS tree. However, people only need a best answer instead of many equally important candidate answers. To rank these candidate answers, the weights of the leaf nodes of the POS tree are calculated. The score of a candidate answer would be the sum over all the weighs of the leaf nodes which contribute to the generation process of this candidate answer. Then we rank these candidate answers by their score to choose the final answer.
Every leaf node of the POS tree corresponds to a POS pattern. So, there is a simple heuristic method to calculate weights of these leaf nodes: just set the weight of a leaf node to the number of POS patterns it corresponds to. These POS patterns are extracted from the question-answer pairs while we are constructing the POS tree. This method does work well. The experimental results of this method will be shown in the next section.
In addition, we use GA to train the weights of 
Algorithm 3 Train POS Tree
Input: POS tree T and similar question set V of the new question Output: trained POS tree T initialize population P N OW which consists of random genes, every gene is a weight array for a leaf node of T . G BEST ⇐ a random gene while the number of iterations is less than the threshold do for G ∈ P N OW do set the weights of the leaf nodes of T to G set the fitness of G to MRR which computed using T and V if the fitness of G is higher than the fitness of G BEST then G BEST ⇐ G end if end for if the fitness of G BEST is equals to the max fitness then break while end if P N EXT ⇐ ∅ while |P N EXT | < |P N OW | do get two gene G 1 and G 2 by roulette selection from P N OW cross or mutate G 1 and G 2 in a certain probability add G 1 and G 2 to P N EXT end while P N OW ⇐ P N EXT end while set the weights of the leaf nodes of T to G BEST the leaf nodes. Every gene that used in GA is a weight array. Train data of GA is those questionanswer pairs which are used to construct the POS tree. The fitness function of GA is Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) of the ranked candidate answers which are extracted from these question-answer pairs with the POS tree and a gene. The MRR is the average of the reciprocal ranks of the ranked candidate answers for n question-answer pairs:
where rank i refers to the rank position of the first relevant candidate answer for the i-th question-answer pair. The train pos tree algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3.
While the web-based QA system is constructing a POS tree, it can retrieval search snippets for the unanswered question at the same time. When the POS tree and these search snippets are both ready, the best answer can be extracted from these search snippets with the POS tree. Then, the system will return a best answer or top k ranked candidate answers with sentences based on the circumstances.
Experiments
Finally, in order to verify the effectiveness of our methods, we have built a question-answer dataset with 256 question-answer pairs artificially. There are five question types in this dataset: WHO, In this paper, we experiment our two methods compared with the commonly used method, NER based method. The results of 10-fold crossvalidation on baidu data is shown in Table 4 (a) and on bing data is shown in Table 4 (b). The heuristic method which is proposed in previous section is named "Simple POS tree", and the method with GA is named "POS tree & GA" in experimental results. From Table 4 (a) and Table 4 (b), we could see that our methods are better than the NER based method expect the WHO questions. We think the cause might be that the NER based method is good at name recognition but weak in recognition of other categories. The experimental results also show that GA can imporve the POS tree method. Our methods' performance on some pretty specific questions are shown in Table 5 .
Conclusion
Web-based QA systems can extract a final answer from search snippets which are retrieved from search engines for an unanswered question. Answer extraction is the most important and difficult part of a chinese web-based QA system, because there are many incomplete and noisy sentences in these search snippets. In order to enhance the robustness and adaptability of answer extraction to new domains and eliminate the influence of the incomplete and noisy search snippets, we propose two new answer exraction methods. We utilize text patterns to generate POS patterns, then use POS patterns to construct a POS tree. The POS tree can be used to extract candidate answers from these search snippets. To rank these candidate answers, we propose a heuristic method and another method with GA. The results of 10-fold cross-validation show that the two methods work well and the weighted POS tree that trained by GA can improve the accuracy of answer extraction.
